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Abstract—Dynamic nature of distributed architecture is a major challenge to avail the benefits of distributed computing. An effective solution to deal with this dynamic nature is to implement a self-adaptive mechanism to sustain the distributed architecture. Self-adaptive systems can autonomously modify their behavior at run-time in response to changes in their environment. This capability may be included in the software systems at design time or later by external mechanisms. Our paper describes the self-adaptive algorithm that we developed for an existing middleware. Once the middleware is deployed, it can detect a set of events which indicate an unstable deployment state. When an event is detected, some instructions are executed to handle the event. We have designed a simulator to have a deeper insights of our proposed self-adaptive algorithm. Results of our simulated experiments validate the safe convergence of the algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed environments are complex systems. They are available in different flavors like Grid Computing, Cloud Computing, Desktop Computing, etc. Middleware are used to manage the complex access of the advantages which are provided by these distributes environments. Thus the deployment of the middleware is mandatory. Once the middleware is deployed, how it adapt the changes in dynamic environment? If the deployment is static, it may be necessary to redo all the deployment process, which is a costly operation. A better solution would be to make the deployment self-adaptive [9], [10].

This paper describes our work which aims to add self-adaptive capabilities to an existing middleware [2] so that its deployment becomes self-adaptive. The middleware is hierarchical and is composed of a finite set of component type. Thus, we have designed a self-adaptive algorithm that encapsulates the behaviour of each component instances with respect to component type. The algorithm is a set of rules. Each rule consists of an event (a guard) and a set of instructions. The detection of a rule event triggers the execution of the rule instructions. The middleware deployment is unstable when at least one rule is enabled, that is, the rule event is detected and the corresponding rule instructions are being executed. If no rule is enabled, the middleware deployment is stable. To have a deeper insight of the algorithm behaviour (for example the number of time units an unstable deployment takes to become stable), we have designed a simulator and we have used Finite State Machines (FSMs) [1] to model the middleware instances. The simulation results validate the safe convergence of the algorithm. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the architecture of the targeted middleware we rely on for this work. Section III presents the self-adaptive algorithm. The section IV describes the simulation (IV-A- simulator description, IV-B- simulator environment and simulation results). Section V presents related work and section VI presents conclusion and future work.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE TARGETED MIDDLEWARE

This paper introduces an autonomic solution to maintain an existing middleware in a correct configuration. DIET (Distributed Interactive Engineering Toolbox) [3] is focused on the development of a scalable middleware with initial efforts relying on distributing the scheduling problem across a hierarchy of agents. The middleware is built for distributed environment from cluster to Grid and Cloud [2].

The DIET component architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. DIET multi-hierarchy.

The DIET framework is composed of four element types: The first element is a Client, an application that uses the DIET infrastructure to solve problems using a GridRPC approach [4]. The second is the SED (Server Daemon) which acts as the service provider, exposing functionalities through a standardized computational service interface; the third element of the DIET architecture are the agents which facilitate the service location and invocation interactions between clients and SEDs. Collectively, a hierarchy of agents provides higher-level services such as scheduling and data management. These services become scalable by distributing them across a hierarchy of agents composed of one or more Master agents (MA) and several Local agents (LA).
III. SELF-ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM

The self-adaptive algorithm described below allows a self-adaptive behaviour of a deployment. Only events related to the middleware components are managed (joining of new isolated instances, deletion of existing instances, link lost between to instances, etc.).

The self-adaptive algorithm is defined by a set of rules. From the middleware perspective, the rules we defined below can also detect inefficient deployments (when at least one rule is enabled). Each time a rule is enabled, the corresponding rule actions are executed. The objective of a rule actions is to lead the deployment through a stable state. An efficient and stable middleware deployment is one in which no rule is enabled. Each time a rule is enabled, the corresponding rule actions are executed. The objective of a rule actions is to lead the deployment through a stable state. An efficient and stable middleware deployment is one in which no rule is being executed. A set of rules are defined for each middleware component type.

Client rules: 3 rules are defined for the Client:

Client rule R1 defines how a Client instance reacts when it detects a connection lost with a MA instance when at least one other MA instance exists.

```
Client rul 1: R1
1 if Client ∧ (MA_lost == True) ∧ (#MA > 0) then
2 | select one MA and connect;
3 end
```

Client rule R2 defines how a Client instance reacts when it detects a connection lost with a MA instance and there is no other MA instance.

```
Client rul 2: R2
1 if Client ∧ (MA_lost == True) ∧ (#MA == 0) then
2 | create one MA as the client Child;
3 end
```

Client rule R3 defines how a Client instance reacts when it detects a connection lost with a SeD instance.

```
Client rul 3: R3
1 if Client ∧ (SeD_lost == True) then
2 | submit the request again;
3 end
```

MA rules: 5 rules are defined for the MA:

MA rule R4 defines how a MA instance reacts when it detects that it has no child and knows that there is at least one other MA instance than itself.

```
MA rul 4: R4
1 if MA ∧ (#MA_children == 0) ∧ (#MA > 1) then
2 | #MA = #MA - 1;
3 end
```

MA rule R5 defines how a MA instance reacts when it detects that it has neither child nor other MA instance.

```
MA rul 5: R5
1 if MA ∧ (#MA_children == 0) ∧ (#MA == 1) then
2 | add a SeD as MA child;
3 end
```

MA rule R6 defines how a MA instance reacts when it detects a connection lost with a MA instance when at least one other MA instance exists.

```
MA rul 6: R6
1 if MA ∧ (#MA_children == 1) ∧ (MA_child_type == (MA ∨ LA)) then
2 | Merge(MA, MA_child);
3 end
```

function (line 2, R6) remove y and connects children of y as new children of x.

MA rule R7 defines how a MA instance reacts when it detects that there is at least another tree with a MA instance as root but the two trees are not connected.

```
MA rul 7: R7
1 if MA ∧ (#father / fatherType = MA) == 0) ∧ (#{tree / treeRootType = MA} > 1) then
2 | select one tree root of type MA as MA father;
3 end
```

MA rule R8 defines how a MA instance reacts when it detects it is overloaded.

```
MA rul 8: R8
1 if MA ∧ (MA_load ≥ MA_load_threshold) then
2 | divide the MA children in two sets A, B:
3 | | | card(A) - card(B) | ≤ 3 ;
4 | create one agent as father of all the instances in each set ;
5 | the roots (2 agents) of newly created trees becomes MA Children
6 end
```

LA rules: 6 rules are defined for the LA.

The LA rules are almost the same as the MA rules because both are agent and play almost the same role. LA has 6 rules instead of 5 like the MA. This additional rule for LA is LA rule R13 which illustrates the case when a LA instance detects it has no father and gets the information there is no MA in the system. The others LA rules, R9, R10, R11, R12, R14 can be respectively interpreted as MA rules R4, R5, R6, R7, R8 by replacing MA by LA and agent (which may be a MA or a LA) by LA.

```
LA rul 9: R9
1 if LA ∧ (#LA_children == 0) ∧ (#LA > 1) then
2 | #LA = #LA - 1;
3 end
```

```
LA rul 10: R10
1 if LA ∧ (#LA_children == 0) ∧ (#LA == 1) then
2 | add a SeD as LA child;
3 end
```

SeD rules: 3 rules are defined for the SeD.

The SeD rule R15 illustrates the reaction of SeD which is not currently executing a job, has no father, included in a deployment with zero agent.
The Simulator can:

Create a predefined or a random deployment; Generate simulation events which can trigger self-adaptive behaviours (rules) of the instances; Display the global state of the deployment (if the deployment is stable or unstable) with the number of stable and unstable instances; count the number of hops (the deployment takes to recover after a simulation event). The simulator is composed of 3 main parts: A deployment server which serves as an oracle and acts as a resource discovery service. It keeps a runtime image of the deployment. A stability detection server which serves to detect the global state of a deployment, i.e, if the deployment is stable or unstable. A description of the stability detection algorithm is given at Section IV-A4 A Deployment which Consists of an hierarchy of instances linked between them. The hierarchy is created by the simulator randomly or from a predefined description.

1) Middleware objects representation:

As described in section II, the middleware is composed of four types of basic components (Client, MA, LA, SeD). We used Finite State Machine (FSM) [1] to model each of these four elements. A FSM contains a finite number of states and produces outputs on state transitions after receiving inputs.

2) FSM state management:

The internal state of a FSM is described by a set of local variables which are used to calculate the FSM state. A state calculation is triggered by the reception of a state calculation message. A state calculation message can only be sent by an instance to itself. A state calculation message can be sent after a periodic test (neighbours link) or after the management of an incoming message which may modify the instance state. Fig. 2 highlights the behaviour of a generic FSM instance and the kind of states transition a FSM instance can do. The value of k depend on the element type and is equal to the number of rules defined for this element (each rule detects an unstable state). We have used a non-deterministic FSM model. When a process is in one of the k unstable states, it can make a transition from its current state to the same unstable state (statu quo) or to another unstable state. it can also make a transition to the stable state.

3) Deployment stability definition:
A deployment corresponds to an hierarchy of instances (modeled as FMSs), deployed on Erlang nodes. A **deployment is stable** when each instance is in its stable state (e.g., is not executing a rule actions). In this case, \( \#\{\text{unstable instances}\} = 0 \). Once the deployment is stable, it remains stable and its number of instances is constant in the absence of external events.

4) **Deployment stability detection:**

For simulation purposes, we need to be able to detect a stable deployment. A stable deployment is a global state, and the deployment stability detection can be understood as a termination detection algorithm [8]. Termination detection determines whether a distributed algorithm has terminated. We want to detect the self-adaptive algorithm termination, which corresponds to a stable deployment. To detect a stable deployment, we used a stability detection server (Section IV-A). It has two internal variables which are updated as described in the Listing 1, where: **UnstableInstanceCount** and **StableInstanceCount** are positive integer variables, initialized to zero when the server is launched (before the creation of any instance). These two variables are intended to count respectively the current number of unstable and stable instances. The server reads periodically the values of these two variables and display the global state of the deployment (stable when **UnstableInstanceCount** = 0, unstable otherwise).

![Fig. 2. A generic FSM states transition](image-url)

Listing 1. Stability detection method

```
/* transition from initial state to one of the unstable states, first state calculation after initialization state*/
{initial_state, unstable}: UnstableInstanceCount++;

/* transition from initial state to stable state, first state calculation after initialization state*/
{initial_state, stable}: StableInstanceCount++;
end;
```

Each time an instance calculates its state for any reason, it records its previous state and after calculating its current state, it compares the two states. If a state variation (a transition from state \( s_i \) to \( s_j \) with \( s_i \neq s_j \)) is noticed, the instance sends an update message to the stability detection server. If \( s_i = \text{initial\_state} \), it means that the instance recalculates its state for the first time after its initialization. The message depends on the variation type, it can lead to the increment and/or decrement of **UnstableInstanceCount** and/or **StableInstanceCount**. When the test is done inside the termination function (the last function a dying instance can execute), an update message is sent to the stability detection server according to the last state the instance has before it died.

B. **Results**

All simulations were performed on a computer with the following information: Debian GNU/Linux 7 (wheezy) operating system, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5570 @ 2.93GHz with 16 cores and 33 GB of RAM, Erlang R15B01 (erts-5.9.1).

For all simulations, we used 4 Erlang virtual machines (Erlang nodes), deployed as an Erlang cluster on one physical machine. Each Erlang Node is connected to all others nodes in a fully connected graph.

4 simulations were performed.

The first simulation always starts with a stable system with six (6) elements: One MA and five SeDs. From this stable system and for each \( X \in \{5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 500, 600, 700\} \), \( X \) new SeDs are added in the system (the newly created SeDs are unstates and will try to become stables) and we counted the number of hops the system takes to recover a stable state. For each \( X \), the simulation is executed 5 times and the Mean of the 5 values (number of hops) is computed. The Fig. 3 shows the ratio between the Mean value of hops and the corresponding \( X \).

For the 2nd simulation, we tried to have a stable system with a quiet large number of SeDs. For this purpose, this simulation always starts with a stable system obtained by adding 500 SeDs to an predefined stable system with six (6) elements: 1 MA and 5 SeDs. The resulting stable system is not always the same (even if two stable systems have the same number of objects, their topologies may be different), but it is obtained by the same operations. When a stable system is reached, then for each \( X \in \{5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 500\} \), \( X \) SeDs are killed (randomly chosen in the system) and we count : the number of hops the system takes to recover a stable state,
the total number of instances (also called FSMs in this paper) before the “kill X SEDs” action, the total number of instances when the system recovers its stable state after the “kill X SEDs” action (the end of the simulation). For each X, the simulation is executed 5 times and the Means of the 5 values (number of hops, number of FSMs at the beginning of the simulation, number of FSM at the end of the simulation) are computed. The Figure 4 show the results of this simulation. The curves in Fig. 4 (a) represent the mean of FSMs at the beginning of the simulation, at the end of the simulation, and the difference between these two values for each X. The curve in Fig. 4 (b) represents for each X, the ratio between the mean of hops and X.

For the 3th simulation, we start with a stable system obtained by adding 250 SEDs to an predefined stable system with six (6) elements: One MA and five SEDs. The resulting stable system have 408 instances. From this stable system, we kill 100 SEDs (randomly chosen) and wait until the system becomes stable again, then we add 100 SEDs, and we repeat these two simulation events one after another and always when the system is stable. The number of stable instances, the number of unstable instances are recorded every unit of time (hop). Fig. 5 shows the results of this simulation. The curve in Fig. 5 shows that, after every simulation action (“kill” or “add”), the system recovers a stable state, that is, the number of unstable instances is equal to zero.

The 4th simulation is like the 2nd with the following differences: Instead of killing X SEDs, it is X% of SEDs which are killed and X ∈ {5, 20, 25, 35, 40, 50, 65, 75, 80, 100}. For each X ∈ {5, 20, 25, 35, 40, 50, 65, 75, 80, 100}, X% of SEDs are killed; the simulation is executed 5 times and the following values are recorded: The number of hops the system takes to become stable; the total number of instances (FSMs) before the “kill X% SEDs” action; the total number of instances when the system recovers its stable state after the “kill X% SEDs” action. For each X, the mean of the 5 values obtained during the 5 simulations for each of the recorded parameters ((number of FSMs at the beginning of the simulation, number of FSMs at the end of the simulation) are computed.

Fig. 6 shows the results of this simulation.
which give us an idea of the algorithm convergence, we will prove that the algorithm is self-stabilizing [6], that is, following the defined rules, an unstable deployment can achieve stable state within an arbitrary but finite time.
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